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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

RINEHART® TARGETSʼ NEWLY ENHANCED 18-1 TARGET

KEEPS GOING… AND GOING — GUARANTEED!

Rinehart® Targets has been setting the industry benchmark with innovative, incredibly long-lasting practice targets
for more than 10 years — and with the introduction of its new-for-2010 enhanced Rinehart 18-1™ Target, the
companyʼs design experts have taken their own legacy of excellence and attention to detail to the next level.

Avid shooters have come to rely upon and love their Rinehart 18-1 Target, well-known for taking countless hits from
broadheads, field points, expandables and even crossbow bolts — without losing its shape or stopping power.
Now, the company has added even more features and upgrades to this resilient target, including new and improved
target zones ideal for consistent arrow shooting and placement.

The newly improved Rinehart 18-1 Target boasts all of the same industry-leading benefits shooters have come to
associate with the Rinehart brand, including its exclusive Rinehart solid, ʻself-healingʼ foam construction that literally
stops arrows in their tracks.  Not only is this target incredibly resilient and durable, its 18 highly visible sides can
take years of serious broadhead practice.  And, the folks at Rinehart are so confident in their product, they
completely back the Rinehart 18-1 Target with an amazing full one-year guarantee.  Which means, if you manage
to shoot out all 18 sides of your Rinehart 18-1 Target within a year, the company will replace it with no questions
asked — guaranteed!

No longer will you need to fight arrows out of your target (which can cause additional fatigue and effect your
shooting performance).  Extracting arrows out of the new Rinehart 18-1 Target is so easy a child can do it!  And,
like all Rinehart targets, the Rinehart 18-1 Target is weather resistant to sun, moisture and extreme temperatures —
virtually eliminating fading or deterioration commonly experienced with competitor targets.  Plus, itʼs so light and
easy to carry, youʼll be able to take aim in the backyard, at camp or wherever youʼre ready for some on-the-spot
practice before the hunt.

For more information about the new Rinehart 18-1 Target — or Rinehartʼs extensive line of premium quality targets
for bowhunters and competitive archers, contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, Janesville, WI 53546 • Telephone:
(608) 757-8153 • Or visit www.rinehart3d.com.
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